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ou de T. Levi-Civita inciterent Guccia a Cditer une nouvelle serie de Rendiconti 
consacree specialement aux mathematiques appliquees. Mais il ne reussit pas a 
realiser ce projet. 11 mom-m au debut de la premiere guerre mondiale et fut rem- 
place par son adjoint et collbgue a 1’UniversitC de Palerme, Michele de Francis 
(18751946), lui aussi specialiste de geometric algebrique. 
Entre 1914 et 1918 l’activite du Circolo baissa a cause de la premiere guerre 
mondiale. Plus tard, en 1928, un certain renouveau eut lieu en liaison avec le grand 
Congrbs International des mathematiciens de Bologne. Mais cela ne dura pas. 
Comme on l’a dit, 1’Union nationale des mathe’maticiens italiens fut fondee en 
1922. Les mesures prises par le gouvernement fasciste s’inspirerent de l’exemple 
de 1’Allemagne nazie et furent encore plus nefastes. On assista alors a la ruine 
provisoire de la science italienne en general; l’activite du Circolo fut rendue 
impossible: on changea son statut, on annula le processus d’election de sa direc- 
tion, on reduisit le nombre de ses membres &rangers. La seconde guerre mondiale 
ne fut pas moins desastreuse: le bombardement de Palerme detruisit partiellement 
l’imprimerie et une grande partie de la bibliotheque et des archives du Circolo. 
Mais, par bonheur, une fraction de ces archives est restee intacte et c’est ce qui a 
permis aux auteurs, tous les deux collaborateurs de l’hrstitut mathematique de 
Palerme, d’utiliser plusieurs lettres de grand inter&. Mais il demeure toujours 
souhaitable d’editer la totalite de ce qui reste de la correspondance de Guccia. 
Remark of the Editor: A first review of the book appeared in HM 12 (1985), 383- 
388. 
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The first edition of this impressive book ended its story in 1920 and was ade- 
quately reviewed in Historia Mathematics (2 (1973), 367-369) by Ronald 
Calinger. The present edition contains both corrections and supplemental material 
to the content of the first edition and an additional section taking the history of 
mathematics at the University of Berlin up to 1933. The advent of the Nazi era 
provides a clear discontinuity in any German academic history. Despite the im- 
provements made over the first edition in events prior to 1920, the basic history 
remains much the same, and consequently this review will concentrate on the 
additional section covering the years 1920- 1933. 
This “Section 8” in fact takes up more than 20% of the present text, and is 
denominated “The Era of Schmidt-Schur-Bieberbach-von Mises.” In fact 
Schmidt had already become Ordinarius in 1917 as Schwarz’s successor, and 
Schur in 1919 (at reduced pay). After the retirement of Frobenius in 1916 and 
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Schwarz in 1917, a brief transition period followed in which Caratheodory served 
as Frobenius’ successor before going off to Greece in 1919. However, in 1921 
Schottky retired and was succeeded by Schur as “full-fledged” Ordinarius, and 
in the same year, after much effort, Bieberbach succeeded Caratheodory. The 
faculty, spearheaded by Schmidt, had been trying since June 1918 to create a 
professorship of applied mathematics in Berlin. Finally in 1920, the departure of 
Knopp from Berlin to assume a full professorship at Konigsberg allowed the 
creation of such a position as well as the founding of an Institute for Applied 
Mathematics headed by the new professor, Richard von Mises. 
These four Ordinarien presided over the “third flowering” of the Berlin school 
of mathematics (the first two such periods being that of Dirichlet, Jacobi, and 
Steiner, and that of Kummer, Weierstrass, and Kronecker). Among the students 
receiving doctorates in Berlin during these 13 years before the Nazi era were: 
Salomon Bochner, Stephan Bergmann, Eberhard Hopf, Heinz Hopf, Richard 
Brauer, Alfred Brauer, Werner Fenchel, Hans Freudenthal, Wilhelm Specht, 
Helmut Grunsky, Bernhard Neumann, and Richard Rado. Indeed one-quarter of 
all the doctorates in mathematics since the first one in 1818 until 1933 were during 
this last 13-year period! 
Among the other faculty at one time or another were Szego, Lowner, both E. 
and H. Hopf, Remak, Bergmann, A. Brauer, and, very briefly, J. von Neumann. 
Also the very first female regular member of the Berlin mathematics faculty, Hilda 
Geiringer-Pollaczek, achieved this distinction with much struggle in 1927. Having 
obtained a doctorate in Vienna, she had followed von Mises when he left there for 
Berlin and became his assistant. While von Mises recommended her strongly for a 
faculty position, Bieberbach and Schur were strongly opposed-however, this 
seems to have been at least in part a struggle of “applied” vs. “pure” mathemat- 
ics (for example, Schur supervised four of the five female doctoral students at 
Berlin until 1936 including the first (degree 1922)). In any case, Schmidt together 
with the physicists von Laue and Planck achieved a compromise in which she was 
admitted to a regular teaching position, but only for applied mathematics. Much 
later, after both Hilda Geiringer and von Mises had left Germany in 1933 with the 
Nazi advent, and she being divorced from her first husband Pollaczek (who had 
been a doctoral student of Schur), they would marry. 
Nor was this struggle without future repercussions: von Mises tried (in vain) to 
make difficulties for Schur’s assistant, Georg Feigl, now largely remembered for 
his extraordinary gift for mathematical pedagogy, when the issue of a faculty 
position for him arose. 
Another curious case was that of Remak, who though he had achieved his 
doctorate in 1911, was twice denied a position (in 1919 and 1923), not because of 
any doubts about his mathematical ability it seems, but because of his “personal- 
ity.” Finally, in 1929 he was admitted to the faculty (though von Mises, in vain, 
suggested he only be permitted to teach pure mathematics!). These stories and 
many others are told in fascinating detail by the author. 
Nor do we fail to obtain some apperception of how these famous mathemati- 
cians were regarded as teachers. For example, Schmidt was considered inspiring, 
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but not always prepared in the small details; Bieberbach’s lectures were “very 
dimcult” to understand, and many considered him unapproachable, nevertheless, 
there was no question that much could be learned from him; Schur’s lectures were 
extraordinarily clear, however, not always easy, especially since he went so fast, 
but he had all details worked out in advance; while von Mises was an inspiring 
teacher, amusing, charming, but somewhat arrogant (the reviewer notes that these 
three are characteristics typically ascribed to Austrians by Germans), and extraor- 
dinarily broad mathematically. 
In his discussion of Bieberbach. Biermann considers to what extent Bieber- 
bath’s later transformation into extreme anti-Semite and pro-Nazi propagandist 
within mathematics was prefigured in the time covered by his history. In fact, 
Bieberbach was earlier considered a “free-thinker,” and “left-of-center,” even a 
“good republican,” which, in fact, were unusual stances within German academic 
faculties of the time. His transformation was a riddle and, despite research, in 
many respects remains so. 
A special section is devoted to the “Mapha,” the famous organization of mathe- 
matics students to which Alfred Brauer and Hans Rohrbach in particular contrib- 
uted, and about which Hans Freudenthal has written in his brief memoir of his 
student days “Berlin 1923-1930” (de Gruyter, 1987). 
Biermann’s history concludes with an extensive bibliography, reproduction of 
32 original documents, lists of all the faculty and the dates documenting their 
careers at Berlin, all successful doctoral students (with supervisors, titles, dates, 
and future careers), all “admissions to the teaching faculty” (Hubilitation), and 
mathematics prizes, again in full historical detail, as well as an extensive index of 
names, and pictures of all the “full professors” (Ordinarien) from Jacobi to 
Bieberbach. 
The reproduced documents themselves cover 73 pages, and among those rele- 
vant to the period concentrated upon in this review are the judgments on the 
doctoral dissertations of Heinz Hopf and Alfred Brauer. 
This magisterial work is not only the definitive history of mathematics in Berlin 
from its beginnings to 1933, but is a model of how all such institutional histories 
should be conceived. As such it is a challenge to others. It is most warmly 
recommended. 
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Over thirty years have passed since James R. Newman provided the mathemati- 
cal layman and expert with his monumental unified library of writings by the 
world’s greatest mathematicians, The World of Mathematics (New York: Simon 
